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SEPARATION AXIOMS IN BITOPOLOGICAL SPACES

By HYUNG-JOO KOH

J. C. Kelly [lJ initiated a study of bitopological spaces. A set X equip
ped with two topologies is called a bitopalog.ical space. Separation axioms
in bitopological spaces have been studied by various authers, e. g., J. C.
Kelly Cl], C. W. Patty [3J, E. P. Lane [2J and others. Conrepts of pair
wise Hausdorff, pairwise regular and pairwise normal were introduced by
J. C. Kelly; pairwise completely regular and pairwise perfectly normal were
defined by E. P. Lane; pairwise complete normality was introduced by C.
W. Patty. The purpose of this paper is to introduce the concept of total
normality for bitopological spaces and to study some related results. Generally,
terms and notation not explained herein are taken from 1. L. Reilly [5J.

We first generalize the concept of a zero-set.

DEFINITION 1. Let (X, Tb Ta) be a bitopological space. If f is a real
valued. function on X that is Tclsc and T2-use then {xEXlf(x) :::;;O} is a
Tczero-set [wo r. t. TJ, and {xEXlf(x) ::?:O} is a Trzero-set [wo r. t. TtJ.
A subset is called a T.-eozero-set if its complement is a Trzero-set, i=1,2.

It is immediate from the definition that a Tczero-set is Tcclosed and a
T2-zero-set is T2-closed.

Let g be a Tt-lsc and T2-use function on X. Then, because

{XEX\g(X) 50} = {xEXlf(x)=(gVO)(x)=O},

any Tczero-set is of the form Z(f) = {xEXlf(x) =o}, where f is Tclse
and Tz-use and f::?:O, Similarly, any Tz-zer<>-set is of the form Z(J) =
{xEXlf(.x)=O}, where f is Tt:""usc and Tz-lsc and f::?:O.

Another chamcterization of pairwise normality is given by the following
generalization of Urysohn's Lemma. .

THEOREM 2. (X, Tb T 2) is pairwise normal iff for each Tcclosed set A and
T 2-closed set B disjoint from A there exist Tczero-set E, Tz-zero-set F, T2

-cozero-set U and Tccozero-set V such that

AcEcU, BcFc V and un v=,p.

'" This paper is writttm by the support of the Ministry of Education Research Fund. 1978.
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The following result can sometimes be used to extend results on pairwise
normal spaces to more general bitopological spaces.

THEOREM 3. Let (Xy Tb T2) be a bitopological space. If A is a Tezero-set
that is disjoint from the T2-zero-set B, then there exist a T2-cozero-set U
aruJ a Tecozero-set V disjoint from U such that

AeU and BeV.

Proof. Let A=Z(f), where f is Telsc and Trusc and f~O. Similarly,
let B=Z(g), where g is Teusc and T2-lsc and g~O. Since An B=ifJ, it
follows that f(x) +g(x) >0 for all xE X. Thus we can define a function
h:X~ [0, IJ by ,

hex) f(x) I (f(x)+g(x», if xEX.

Then h=O on A and h=l on B. And if xEB then h(x)=I, but because
h::;l it follows that h is T2-usc at xEB. If g(x) *0 then,

h(x) =1- 1
(/,(x) Ig(x» +1'

Because g>O on X - B, it follows that 11g is Telsc and T 2-use on X-B.
Thus fig is Telsc and T2-usc on X-B, and consequently l!«(flg)+I) is
Teusc and T2-lsc on X-B. This proves that hi (X-B) is Telse and T 2

usc.
If xEX-B and e>O, there is a subset G of X-B such that G contains

x, G is T2-open in X-B, and if yEG then h(y)<h(x)+e. But G is T2

open in X, so h is T2-use at xEX-B. Therefore h is T2-use. Similarly,
if xEA then hex) =0 and h~O, so h is T1-Isc at x, If xEX-A, the fact
that h(X-A) =1((glf) +1) shows th;it h is Telseatx. Thus his Telsc.

Let U= {xEXlh(x) <l/2} and V= {xEXjh(x»1/2}.
Then U and V are appropriately eozero, disjoint and separate A and B.

We say that a: subset A of (X, Tb T2) is a Ti-Go-set if A is a countable
intersection of Tt-open sets. Dually, a subset B is a Ti-F..-set if B is a
countable union of Ti-closed sets, i, j = 1, 2.

THEOREM 4. A Tt-zero-set of (X, Tt. T2) is a Ti-closed 7j-Ga-set, i,j
= 1, 2, i 1=-j. And a Ti-closed T j - Go-set in a pairwise normal space is a T i
zero-set, i,j=l, 2, i1=-j.

Proof. Let A be a 1"i-zero-set in a bitopologieal space X. Then A IS

evidently Ti-closed and if A=Z(g), where g is Ti-lsc and Trusc on X
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such that g~O, then A= n Gm where Gn= {xEXlg(x) <l/n} , so that A
"EN

is a Tj-GiJ-set.
Now let A be a Ti-closed set of a pairwise normal space X such that A

= n Gn, where each Gn is a Tropen set. For each n there exist a Tclsc
"EN

and T2-usc function In on X such that I,,(A) =0, In(G"C) =1/2" and I,,(X)
'"

c[O, 1/2"]. Then the function I: X -+ [0, 1] defined by I(x) = "'£ (,,(x) is
..=1

Tclsc and T2-usc, and it is clear that A=Z(j).

If A is a Ti-clsed set in a pairwise normal space (X, Th T 2) and U is a
Ti-open set such that Ac U, then by Theorem 2 and Theorem 4, there
exists a Tropen Ti-F".-set H such that AcHcU, where i,j=1,2, i=l=j.
We consider generalization of this situation.

DEFINITION 5. A subset M of a bitopolgical space (X, Th T 2) isa genera
lized Ti-Fo-set if for each Tropen set U such that Mc U there exists a
Ti-F".-set F such McFcU.

DEFINITION 6. A subset M of a bitopological space (X, Th T 2) is(i, j)
normally situated in X if for each Tropen set U such that Mc U there
exists a Tropen set G such that McGcU and G=c Gl , where {Gl lJ1E

lEIA

A} is a family, locally finite in G, of Tropen Ti-Fo-sets of X, i,j=1,2.
i =1= j. A subset M of X is normally situated in X if M is (1, 2) normally
situated in X and (2, 1) normally situated in X.

THEOREM 7. If M is a generalized Ti-Fo-set in a pairwi'se normal space
X, then M is (i,j) normally situated in X, i,j=1,2, i1=j.

p(JQI. If M is a generalized Ti-Fo-set and McU, where U is a Tropen
set, then there exists a family {An InE N} of Ti-closed set such that Mc
U A"c U. But since X is a pairwise normal space, AicHic U for each i.

"EN

where Hi is a Tropen Ti-Fo and Mc U RicU. Hence M is a (i. i)
iEN

normally situated in X, i,j=1,2, i=l=j.

DEFINITION 8. A pairwise normal space (X, T h T 2) is said to be pairwise
totally normal if every subset of X is normally situated in X.

Equivalently, a pairwise normal space X is pairwise totally normal if each
Tropen set G is the union of a family {G,d AE A}, locally finite in G, of
~.-open Ti-Fo-sets of X.
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THEOREM 9. (X, Tb T'l) is pairwisc regular if it is pairwise totally normal.
Proof. If G is a Ti-open set and xEG, then x E UeG, where U is a

Ti-open T j - Fa-set. Hence there exists a Trc10sed set F sach thatx-E
FeG. Since X is pairwise normal there exists a Tl-open set V such that
Fe VeVieG. Then xE VeVieG and hence X is pairwise regular.

If X is a pairwise totally normal space then every subspace of X is
pairwise totally normal. In fact, suppose A is a subspace of X and suppose
that Mc UeA, where U is Tropen in A. Then there exists Va Tropen
in X such that U= vn A. Since M is normally situated in X and Mc V,
there exists a family {G.dAEA}, locally finite in G= U G1, of Tropen

lE8I

Ti-Fa-sets of X such that MeGe V. Then GnA= U (G1 nA) and for
lE8I

each A the set G1 nA is a Tropen TrF~-set of A. Since McGnAeU
it follows that M is normally situated in A. Hence A is pairwise totally
normal.

THEOREM 10. (X, Tb T2) is pairwise totally normal if it is pairwise per
fectly normal.

Proof. Let M be a subset of X and Mc U, where U is Tropen set.
Since X is pairwise perfectly normal, U is Tropen T i - Fa-set. Thus M
is a generalized T j - Fa-~t so that AI is normally situated in X by Theo
rem 7.

Hence X is a pairwise totally normal space.
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